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We numerically demonstrate that femtosecond ring-Airy wavepackets are able to overcome the
reference intensity clamping of 4×1013 W/cm2 for filaments generated with Gaussian beams at low
numerical apertures, and form an intense sharp intensity peak on-axis. Numerical simulations, with
unidirectional propagation models for the pulse envelope and the carrier resolved electric field, reveal
that the driving mechanism for this unexpected intensity increase is due to the self-generated plasma.
The plasma formation, in conjunction with the circular geometry of the beam, force the wavepacket
into a multi-stage collapse process which takes place faster than the saturating mechanisms can
compensate. This is to our knowledge the first report of a non-standard mechanism increasing the
intensity of a collapsing wavepacket, due to the joint contributions of the cubic phase of the Airy
beam and the formation of a partially reflecting plasma.

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuing quest to reach higher laser intensities
has always been a fundamental aspect of nonlinear optics,
since by definition nonlinear processes vary in a nonlinear
way to the applied electric field amplitude. Virtually the
entirety of the field of nonlinear optics studies effects that
are either directly or indirectly related to laser intensity,
such as pulse compression [1, 2], carrier wave shock for-
mation [3–5], higher harmonic generation [6], and THz
radiation generation [7], just to name a few.

However in practical applications there are limitations
on achievable intensities due to saturating effects, which
are in principle of a higher order, such as optical field
ionization, that dominate the propagation once intensity
reaches a certain threshold value. Any advance in in-
creasing or controlling laser intensities in a given setting
will have tremendous impact in multiple applications in
nonlinear optics.

In the linear regime, the intensity at the focal spot of a
focused Gaussian beam is given by the laws of Gaussian
optics, and depends on the numerical aperture and the
input intensity. When power is increased enough, we
enter the nonlinear regime, and the optical Kerr effect
will self-focus the beam upon itself increasing intensity
above the linear prediction. This increase of intensity
is counteracted by diffraction, nonlinear losses through
multi-photon absorption (MPA) and plasma generation,
which will eventually defocus the beam [8].

To overcome these saturating effects the common ap-
proach is to strongly focus Gaussian beams with high nu-
merical apertures [9], commonly using microscope objec-
tives. In this way the saturating effects can not decrease
intensity fast enough, and the intensity can be increased
to the point where the plasma becomes opaque. However

these approaches by definition only apply for high numer-
ical apertures and a short working distance, on the order
of a few centimeters at best. For longer working distances
the laser beam focusing is mainly driven by nonlinear ef-
fects, resulting in the formation of elongated dynamic
optical structures known as filaments [8]. In Gaussian
beam filamentation the intensity is clamped below a sat-
uration level regardless of input power [10, 11]. The phys-
ical effect responsible for intensity clamping is indirectly
induced by multi-photon ionization (MPI). This process
requires nonlinear absorption of energy from the pulse to
generate a plasma that will in turn locally decrease the
refractive index and defocus the beam. Braun et al [12]
and Kasparian et al [13] defined the clamping intensity
as the level for which plasma-and Kerr-induced refrac-
tive index changes balance each other. By quantifying
this principle, they have established practical criteria to
evaluate the clamping intensity from the refractive in-
dex coefficient of air, ionization rates for molecules in air
and the pulse duration. They find a clamping intensity of
3−4×1014 W/cm2 for propagation in air, which we define
as our reference value. Further increasing the power will
result in the formation of multiple filaments that grow
from beam imperfections, all of which carry roughly the
same power and are similarly clamped in optical inten-
sity.

Recent attempts to control nonlinear pulse propaga-
tion have suggested the use of periodic potentials [14],
and the use of finite energy non-diffracting beams such
as Bessel beams [15] and Airy wavepackets [16–18]. Fi-
nite energy non-diffracting beams are unique in that they
propagate without diffracting over a finite distance, and
therefore avoid the classical diffraction vs. Kerr com-
petition seen in Gaussian filaments. The Airy beam
in particular exhibits exotic characteristics such as self-
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reconstruction [21, 22] and the ability to freely acceler-
ate in the transverse dimension [23]. In addition, Airy
wavepackets partially retain their linear characteristics in
the nonlinear regime while giving rise to interesting non-
linear properties [19, 20], most notably their resistance to
the onset of multiple filamentation at high input powers
due to their self-reconstructing abilities.

More recently a cylindrically symmetric version of the
Airy beam was proposed [24] and soon after experimen-
tally demonstrated [25]. These peculiar wavepackets, also
called ring-Airy beams or autofocusing waves, exhibit an
abrupt autofocus in the linear regime and an asymmetric
intensity profile along the propagation direction. In this
case the focus is formed by the spatial collapse of the
rings of the ring-Airy beam, an attribute which arises
from the transverse acceleration of the one-dimensional
(1D) Airy function [28] when transformed to symmetry.
This linear property is not to be confused with the non-
linear mechanism of self-focusing usually associated with
Gaussian (or similar) beams propagating in transparent
media that exhibit an optical nonlinearity such as the op-
tical Kerr effect. The propagation of nonlinear ring-Airy
beams (NLRAB) has been recently investigated theoret-
ically and experimentally in [29] and was found to be
fundamentally different from classical Gaussian filamen-
tation, especially concerning the dynamics driving the
nonlinear collapse and focal spot.

In this paper we numerically demonstrate that low nu-
merical aperture NLRAB are able to reach higher inten-
sity than the reference value of 4 × 1013 W/cm2 for a
Gaussian beam with the same numerical aperture. We
show that the geometry of the ring-Airy beam is of key
importance, since it will force the wavepacket into a mul-
tiple stage collapse process that is directing energy to-
wards the center in a way never observed before. We
show that the driving processes responsible for the over-
shoot of the above defined reference clamping intensity
are the combination of the autofocusing property of the
ring-Airy beam and a total internal reflection of light tak-
ing place on the inner walls of a self-generated plasma
tube. Results presented here are expected to have sig-
nificant impact on applications where high focal inten-
sities are required to generate stand-off signals, such
as white light LIDAR [30], remote LIBS [31], electric
discharge triggering and guiding [32], higher harmonic
generation [6], THz radiation generation [7] and optical
micro-fabrication [33, 34].

II. NUMERICAL MODELS

Two well established numerical models [35] were used
in the simulations, an electric field envelope model and a
carrier wave resolved field propagator.

The first utilizes an extended non-linear Schrödinger
equation [27] that is used to describe the propagation
of the envelope E(r, t, z) of the electric field E(r, t, z) =
E(r, t, z)ei(k0z−ω0t) + c.c. of the wavepacket in the z di-
rection in cylindrical coordinates. ω0 = 2πc/λ0 is the

central frequency, and k0 = 2π/λ0 and λ0 = 800 nm are
the wavenumber and wavelength of the laser pulse. The
propagation equation reads in the Fourier domain:

∂zEkx,ky (ω, z) = iKω0
(ω, kx, ky) Ekx,ky (ω, z)

+i
ω

2ε0c2κω0
(ω)

(
ωPkx,ky (ω, z) + iJkx,ky (ω, z)

)
,

(1)

where

Kω0 (ω, kx, ky) ≡ k (ω)− κω0 (ω)−
k2x + k2y
2κω0 (ω)

, (2)

and κω0 (ω) ≡ kω0 + k′ω0
(ω − ω0), ω, kx and ky denote

the Fourier variables corresponding to time t and spatial
coordinates x and y, respectively. The first term on the
right hand side of Eq. (1) includes all linear effects such
as diffraction, dispersion and space-time coupling. The
dispersive properties of the medium are described by the
full Sellmeier relation k (ω) for the medium, ε0 is the
permittivity of vacuum, and k′ω0

≡ dk
dω |ω0

.
The terms Pkx,ky (ω, z) and Jkx,ky (ω, z) account for

the nonlinear polarization and current. The frequency
multiplying the nonlinear polarization accounts for self-
steepening of the electric field envelope E(r, τ, z), calcu-
lated in the reference frame of the laser pulse τ = t−k′0z
in space-time (τ, r, z) in radial symmetry.

The nonlinear polarization of the medium due to the
optical Kerr effect is calculated from the pulse envelope
by the relation

P (τ, r, z) = 2n0n2ε0|E|2E (3)

where n0 and n2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive
indexes of the medium respectively.

The current Jω,k⊥ in Eq. (1) describes plasma ab-
sorption and plasma defocussing in the framework of the
Drude model by the relation

J (τ, r, z) = cσε0 (1 + iω0τc) ρE

+cn0ε0βK

(
1− ρ

ρnt

)
|E|2K−2E

(4)

where ρ denotes the density of the plasma generated by
multi-photon ionization and avalanche. The cross sec-
tion for inverse Bremsstrahlung, σ, is calculated from
the Drude model [40], τc is the collision time, and βK =
K~ω0ρntσK is the cross section for multi-photon absorp-
tion with coefficient σK for K photons. ρnt is the density
of neutral molecules.

Plasma generation is modeled by the relation

∂ρ

∂t
= σK |E|2K (ρnt − ρ) +

σ

Ui
ρ|E|2 (5)

where the first term of the right hand side accounts
for multi-photon ionization with coefficient σK of order
K = 8 in air, and the second term acounts for avalanche.
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Ui = 12.1 eV is the ionization potential of oxygen. Re-
combination of free electrons can safely be neglected since
it happens at much longer timescales compared to the
pulse duration. More details about the above model can
be found in Ref. [8].

The second model utilizes the Unidirectional Pulse
Propagation Equation (UPPE) [36] for the full electric
field E(r, t, z), also in cylindrical coordinates. Being a
spectral solver, the native representation of the field is
the form of spectral amplitudes Ekx,ky (ω, z) that are
functions of the angular frequency ω and the transverse
wavenumbers kx and ky, computed at every point in z.
The scalar equation for the forward propagating field that
is used in the simulations reads

∂zEkx,ky (ω, z) = ikzEkx,ky (ω, z)

+i
ω

2ε0c2kz

(
ωpkx,ky (ω, z) + i jkx,ky (ω, z)

) (6)

where

kz =
√
k2 (ω)− k2x − k2y (7)

is the propagation constant and pkx,ky (ω, z), jkx,ky (ω, z)
are the electric field driven polarization and current den-
sity of the material respectively.

Since UPPE is much more expensive computation wise
when compared to our envelope model, massive paral-
lelization is necessary in order to solve and post-process
large numerical experiments in a practical time-frame.
Because of this, we used UPPE mainly to cross-check re-
sults obtained by the envelope code and and study elec-
tric field related effects.

III. INPUT WAVEPACKET

The input beam has a ring-Airy distribution. The
spatio-temporal envelope of the electric field E(r, t, z = 0)
is given by Eq.(8)

E = E0 ×Ai
(
r0 − r
w0

)
exp

(
α

(
r0 − r
w0

)
−
(
t2

t2p

))
(8)

where r, and t are the radial and temporal coordinates.
Ai is the Airy function [28], r0 = 921 µm is the radius
of the main ring, and w0 = 61.4 µm is the scaling pa-
rameter of the Airy beam optimized for the most intense
focus [24], while α = 0.05 is the apodization parameter
forcing the beam to be finite in size and energy. In the
temporal domain the pulse is Gaussian with a duration
of tp = 200 fs at 1/e2 radius and a central frequency of
800 nm. The spatio-temporal iso-intensity plot of the in-
put wavepacket used throughout this work is depicted in
Fig.1.

FIG. 1. (Color Online) Iso-intensity of the nonlinear ring-
Airy beam in xyt coordinates carrying 24 Pcr. The ring-Airy
has a radius of r0 = 921 µm (main ring), w0 = 61.4 µm,
apodization factor α = 0.05, and a duration of tp = 200 fs at
1/e2 radius. Isovalue = 5×1011 W/cm2. Propagation is from
left to right.

IV. MODEL OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR

The wavepacket is propagating in air at atmospheric
pressure. The nonlinear refractive index of air is taken
to be n2 = 3.2 × 10−19 cm2/W [38], which corresponds

to a critical power for self-focusing of Pcr =
3.77λ2

0

8πn0n2
= 3.2

GW [37]. The cross section for multi-photon absorption
is βK = 4 × 10−95cm13W−7, the coefficient for multi-
photon ionization is σK = 3.4 × 10−96 cm16W−8s−1 for
K = 8 photons at 800 nm using the Keldysh formula-
tion [39] applied to ionization of oxygen with a density of
neutral molecules of ρnt = 5× 1018 cm−3 and ionization
potential of Ui = 12.1 eV. Finally the coefficient for in-
verse Bremsstrahlung σ = 5.5 × 10−20 cm2 is calculated
from the Drude model [40] for a collision time of τc = 350
fs. Chromatic dispersion is modeled using the Sellmeier
relation for air [41].

While 1D, 2D, and 3D Airy beams (see [16, 19, 22] re-
spectively) can be easily visualized be the reader, cylin-
drical symmetric Airy beams can be more diffcult. The
intensity of a ring-Airy beam (Gaussian in time in this
case) can be visualized in xyt space as a series of co-
centric rings, each having an Airy distributinion in r, that
reduce in amplitude as radius increases as shown in Fig.
1. Temporally, the wavepacket is affected by a variety
of effects including chromatic dispersion, self-phase mod-
ulation, plasma-induced pulse reshaping, self-steepening
and space-time couplings..

The linear autofocusing behavior of the ring-Airy has
been well documented in [24, 25]. Due to the transverse
acceleration of the Airy profile the beam auto-focuses
in the linear regime forming a predictable focus on axis
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FIG. 2. (Color Online) (a) Peak intensity at the focal spot
as a function of total input power for the nonlinear ring-Airy
beam (black squares), and Gaussian beam (blue triangles).
(b) Peak intensity versus propagation distances close to the
focus for various input powers.

as the main ring of the ring-Airy collapses (see Fig.1 of
Ref.[24]). The linear ring-Airy beam propagation can be
visualized as multiple shrinking rings that increase in in-
tensity as the wavepacket autofocuses. The intensity dis-
tribution is asymmetric in z because the rest of the rings
of the ring-Airy collapse on-axis further downstream.

V. RESULTS

When the input power is increased to 1Pcr and beyond,
nonlinear effects become observable, modifying the linear
auto-focusing behavior of the ring-Airy. In Fig.2(a) we
can see the peak intensity at the focus of the NLRAB ver-
sus total input power, contrasted with an equivalent en-
velope Gaussian as defined in Ref.[25] carrying the same
power and numerical aperture (N.A. ' 7× 10−3). As we
can see the intensity of the Gaussian beam is clamped
at the value of ∼ 4 × 1013 W/cm2, in perfect agree-
ment with the reference value estimated in Ref. [13]. We
note that this values also agrees with the clamping level
estimated from measurements performed with Gaussian
beams at the same numerical aperture [26]. In contrast,
the NLRAB is increasing in intensity without showing
any sign of saturation. At the highest power of 24Pcr
simulated here, the maximum focal intensity ratio be-
tween the two beams has reached is 1.5. Further increase
of input power are expected to increase this disparity.
This is the first time to our knowledge that such high in-
tensity values are predicted for a low numerical aperture
of N.A. ' 7 × 10−3 at a focal distance of the order of

∼ 20 cm, regardless of input power. This finding is of
great importance as it shows that even at low numerical
apertures, required for long working distances, properly
engineered beams allow the remote delivery of intensities
above the reference level for Gaussian beams of equiva-
lent numerical aperture. In addition, due to the auto-
focusing ability of the ring-Airy beam, the focal distance
can be easily controlled by choosing the appropriate in-
put beam geometry and power [29], which makes non-
linear ring-Airy beams a much more robust choice than
Gaussian beams.

Fig.2(b) shows the peak intensity as a function of the
propagation distance in the region of the nonlinear focus
of the NLRAB for different input powers. As power is
increased, the focus shifts towards the laser source and
is increasing in intensity, eventually forming an intense
sharp peak at the onset of the focus. The peak itself is
well localized in space, and cannot be explained by linear
effects and Kerr self-focusing alone, which are acting over
much longer length scales in air [19].

To gain insight into this unusual behavior, we mon-
itored in Fig.3 the spatio-temporal (r-t) intensity (first
row), generated plasma density (second row) and over-
all refractive index modulation ∆n (third row) of the
NLRAB carrying 24Pcr, around the nonlinear focus. The
first column shows the r-t distributions of the above men-
tioned quantities at z = 22 cm, before any nonlinear ef-
fect becomes significant. In this first stage, which extends
from the beginning up to z = 22 cm the wavepacket is
propagating mostly linearly, and is approaching the lin-
ear focus point located at z = 24 cm. An on-axis inten-
sity peak forms, surrounded by the shrinking main ring
of the NLRAB. This unique intensity distribution gen-
erates a plasma by MPI, which can be depictred in the
second line of the first column in Fig.3. The plasma gen-
erated by the on-axis peak as well as the plasma ring, in
this first stage, will both defocus the beam in a way that
is indicated by the arrows on the r-t diagram in the first
column in Fig.3. The result of this double defocussing
process can be seen in the second column of Fig.3, where
an intense inner ring is formed in-between the on-axis
peak and the main ring of the NLRAB.

This second stage is of key importance, since the in-
tense inner ring will generate an even denser plasma,
again through MPI, that has the shape of a tube as it
is depicted in the second line of the second column in
Fig.3. The plasma tube has a high refractive index con-
trast with its surroundings and will therefore act as a
reflecting interface, resulting in the redirection of light
towards the center through total internal reflection. This
can be seen in the third stage where the wavepacket col-
lapses (z = 22.166 cm) into an intense on-axis peak at
z = 22.18 cm, depicted in the third and fourth columns of
Fig.3. The intense peak eventually breaks up under the
effects of MPI and plasma defocussing, a process which
takes place over a distance of the order of millimeters.

The reason why intensity increases as power increases
is because in this geometry the cylindrical plasma distri-
butions in the first two stages, responsible for the col-
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FIG. 3. (Color Online) Spatio-temporal dynamics of the nonlinear ring-Airy beam close to the focus at z = 22 cm, 22.11 cm,
22.168 cm, and 22.18 cm (columns 1 to 4). First row: r-t intensity, second row: r-t plasma density, and third row: r-t overall
refractive index modulation ∆n. Propagation is from right to left. See corresponding movie in the supplementary material
online [43].

lapse, are becoming denser as power is increased. In this
way more energy is diverted towards the center and in-
tensity can increase further before MPI dominates the
third stage. At all stages the strongest effect is asso-
ciated with plasma, as it is clearly shown in the third
row of Fig.3, the overall refractive index modulation
∆n(r, t) = ∆nKerr − ∆nPlasma = n2I(r, t) − ρ(r, t)/2ρc
[42] is almost exclusively negative. A weak positive
∆n ∼ +10−5 due to the Kerr effect can be found in the
leading part of the pulse, which however is dominated
by the much stronger plasma contribution which reaches
∆n ∼ −4× 10−4 in the second stage and over −7× 10−3

at the focal spot (third stage).

This complex multiple stage collapse process can also
be visualized in the r-z plane using fluence. The radial
fluence along propagation in the vicinity of the collapse
is shown in Fig.4. The multi-stage process, while not as
clearly depicted as in the r-t domain in Fig.3, can still
be easily identified. Fig.4 is useful in providing a clear
perspective to the degree of localization of the multiple
collapse process described in Fig.3. Radially, the collapse
is indeed taking place inside a very small space in the
center part of the beam. Longitudinally, both stages play
out in under 2 mm of propagation distance, which is very
short compared to the 22 cm of prior propagation.

The above explanation has been verified by artificially
switching off the optical Kerr effect and plasma genera-
tion, separately, at the second stage (z = 22.11 cm). In
the case where Kerr is switched off, shown in Fig.5(b),

the wavepacket is still forming the intense on-axis spot,
although with slightly less intensity of ∼ 6.2 × 1013

W/cm2, which however is still well over the reference
clamping value for Gaussian beams with the same nu-
merical aperture and the whole process remains quali-
tatively the same. The intensity distribution is almost
identical to the case where all effects are accounted for,
shown again in Fig.5(a) for comparison. On the other
hand when ionization is switched off at z = 22.11 cm,
shown in Fig.5(c), the wavepacket is not forming the in-
tense sharp peak anymore. Instead it is maintaining a
ring-like structure (resembling the one seen in the sec-
ond column in Fig.3), while slowly self-focusing on itself.
Since there is no saturating mechanism present anymore
the wavepacket will eventually collapse into a singularity,
which however is happening much later along the prop-
agation direction. For completeness, Fig.5(d) shows the
r-t intensity distribution at the focal spot when both the
Kerr effect and ionization are switched off at z = 22.11
cm. Fig.5(c) and Fig.5(d) are almost indistinguishable,
further supporting our explanation, further supporting
our explanation. From Fig.5 it is clear that the driving
physical effect for the formation of the intense peak is
plasma formation through MPI, while the Kerr contribu-
tion can be considered negligible after the second stage
is reached.

Note that the plasma tube in the second stage
will partly defocus the beam, however the defocussing
strength of the plasma lens is not adequate to induce a
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FIG. 4. (Color Online) Radial fluence vs propagation distance
at the focal spot of the nonlinear ring-Airy beam. Propaga-
tion is from right to left.

FIG. 5. (Color Online) r-t intensity distribution at the focal
spot (z = 22.18 cm) for various physical effects switched off
at the second stage (z = 22.11 cm). (a) All effects taken into
account, (b) Kerr effect switched off, (c) MPI switched off, (d)
both MPI and Kerr switched off. Propagation is from right
to left.

focus 560 µm later. On the other hand the angle for to-
tal internal reflection given the refractive index contrast
at the edge of the plasma tube is very close to the an-
gle of incidence from on-axis light. For the case depicted
in Fig.3 the angle of incidence is θrAiry ' 88.563◦, while
the angle for total internal reflection is θtot = 88.6◦. This
means that almost all light coming from the on-axis spot
in the first stage will be reflected towards the center from
the plasma tube.

Treating the plasma tube as an interface resembling
the interface between the core and cladding of an optical
fiber is a safe approximation since the gradient of the
refractive index is very steep. Actually, similar results

can be obtained if one considers a gradient index, like
in GRIN optical fibers. In addition, the effect of plasma
absorption on the overall mechanism can be considered
negligible since electron densities are more than three
orders of magnitude below the critical plasma density of
1.7×1021 cm−3 at 800 nm. Even in extreme cases that are
beyond the scope of this work, the low-absorption region
corresponds to the higher refractive index (less plasma),
which is where most of the propagation is taking place
(inside part of the tube).

Finally, we conducted additional simulations using the
UPPE model which is a carrier wave resolved electro-
magnetic propagator [36]. We verified the findings of the
envelope code with only minor quantitative differences
between the two models. Most importantly, the multi-
stage plasma assisted collapse mechanism leading to ab-
normally high intensity values was found to be virtually
identical for both codes (results not shown here).

While the UPPE model is much more demanding com-
putation wise, it is on the other hand able to study field
related effects such as carrier wave shock formation [4].
Although electric field shocks have never been observed
for 800 nm wavelength pulses [44], they have been pre-
dicted in regimes of low dispersion and high nonlinearity
found at longer wavelengths in various media [3–5]. As-
suming a normal dispersion medium, the required laser
intensities for shock formation increase as wavelength de-
creases, and vice versa [5]. Given the reference intensity
clamping value of 4×1013 W/cm2, this dependence of the
field shock on intensity and wavelength is the main reason
why mid and long-IR wavelengths favor field steepening
and why shorter wavelengths such as 800 nm do not.

Here we exploit the extremely high intensity reached
by the NLRAB to generate an electric field shock in air
using a 800 nm wavelength, circumventing the problem of
intensity clamping seen in filaments for a given numerical
aperture. The reshaping of the electric field can be seen
in Fig.6 at z = 22.2 cm (red continuous line), when com-
pared to the initial sinusoidal 800 nm waveform (black
dashed line). This is the first time to our knowledge, that
carrier wave shock formation is predicted in realistically
modeled atmospheric air in the near-IR. The reshaping
of the 800 nm wavelength electric field is of great im-
portance given the widespread use of Ti:Sapphire lasers
in nonlinear optics, and is only one of the many possi-
ble applications of the abnormal nonlinear collapse of the
NLRAB.

The limit of the mechanism is defined by the low-
est of two power thresholds. The first is the maximum
plasma density that can be generated in air at the sec-
ond stage, which is around ρmax = ρnt when all the
oxygen molecules are ionized. If nitrogen is also taken
into account, plasma density can increase further by a
factor of ∼ 4, although the ionization potential of ni-
trogen is as high as UNi = 15.576 eV. Further increase
in input power will lead to a second ionization event of
oxygen and nitrogen, and eventually the plasma at the
collapse point will become more reflective. The second
power threshold is related to the amount of noise in the
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FIG. 6. (Color Online) Electric field reshaping of a 800 nm
pulse propagating in air at z = 22.2 cm (red continuous line)
versus initial unperturbed field (black dashed line) using the
UPPE model.

input beam, which at very high input powers will lead
to the formation of multiple filaments in the main ring.
This will result in the beam breaking up before the first
stage can be completed, i.e. the first column of Fig.3 is
never reached. This means that the wavepacket will not
undergo the multi-stage collapse process, instead it could
undergo multiple filamentation having a clamped inten-
sity. However, for the same beam power, Airy beams are
mush more robust and resilient to breakup into multiple
filaments than Gaussian beams [18, 19, 22]. Airy beams
indeed exhibit self-healing properties like Bessel beams.
The main limiting factor could therefore be the beam
quality (inhomogeneity), potentially lowering the power
threshold for observing beam breakup in real experimen-
tal settings.

VI. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have numerically shown, by the use
of both envelope and full field propagator models, that
NLRAB are able to autofocus up to intensity levels above
the reference value for a Gaussian beam with the same
NA, and collapse into a single intense on-axis spot. The
physical effect that is mainly responsible for this pecu-
liar behavior is the self generated plasma which, due to
the geometry of the ring-Airy, is formed in a way that
forces the wavepacket into a multiple stage collapse. The
collapse process is first initiated by plasma defocussing
which results in the formation of a plasma waveguide-like
structure, which will in turn redirect light, reflecting it
towards the center by means of total internal reflection at
a rate greater than saturating mechanisms can compen-
sate. This is the first time to our knowledge that the col-
lapse and intensity increase of a high power wavepacket is
actually aided by plasma generation. Results presented
here are expected to have significant impact on applica-
tion that benefit from high focal intensities at low numer-
ical apertures and long working distances [6, 7, 30–34].
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